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aesthetically beautiful Both in Schiller and in Nietzsche,
1 the artist nature, with its specific faculty for creation and
expression is claiming the redeeming significance for itself,
And so Nietzsche quite forgets that in this battle between
Apollo and Dionysos, and in their ultimate reconciliation,
the problem for the Greeks was never an justhetic but a
religious question, The Dionysian satyr-feasts, according
to every analogy, were a sort of totem-feast with an identifi-
cation backward to a mythical ancestry or directly to the
totem animal. The cult of Dionysos had in many ways a
mystical and speculative tendency, and in any case
exercised a very strong religious influence, The fact that
Greek tragedy arose out of the original religious ceremony
is at least as significant as the connection of our modern
theatre with the medieval passion-play with its exclusively
religious roots; such a consideration, therefore, scarcely
permits the problem to be judged on its purely ussthctic
aspect. JBsthetism is a modern glass, through which the
psychological mysteries of the cult of Dionysos are seen
in a light in which they were certainly never seen or
experienced by the ancients* With NieUschc, as with
Schiller, the religious point-of-vicw is entirely overlooked,
and its place is taken by the aesthetic These things have
their obvious aesthetic side, which one cannot neglect1
Yet if one gives medieval Christianity a purely aesthetic
appreciation, its true character is debased and falsified,
just as much, indeed, as if it were viewed exclusively from
the historical standpoint A true understanding can emerge
only when equal weight is given to all sides; no one would
i JEsthetism can, of course, replace the religious function, But
how many things are there which could not do the same ? What
have we-not all come across at one time or another m a surrogate for
a lacking religion ? Even though sesthetism may be a very noble
surrogate, it is none the less only a compensatory structure i& place
of the real thing that is wanting. Moreover, Nietoche'* later " con-
version " to,Dionysos showa very clearly that the aesthetic surrogate
did not stand the test of time;

